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Background

The contracting of engineering design for public improvements related to new 
residential development has historically followed Administrative Regulation 
1.10, which allows the developer and City to mutually agree on a consultant, 
traditionally being the one that completed the plat.  Platting is a private 
transaction, and a property owner/developer can hire an engineer at its 
discretion.
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Analysis
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The language in Administrative Regulation 1.10 (Engineering Design 
Services for Subdivision Improvements) provides for selection of an 
engineering consultant for new residential development design in a manner 
that does not currently align with Section 2.64.020 of the City Code, 
regarding the requirements for public bidding. Generally, that code section 
requires public solicitation and subsequent City Council approval for 
contracts which exceed $50,000.   Many development design contracts 
exceed this amount.  However, the City Council has approved several 
categories of contract for which public policy dictates that these 
requirements be waived.  These exceptions are found at City Code 
§2.64.020(a)-(m). 



Traditional Plat
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Completed 
Development
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Analysis
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The same consultant being allowed to complete design work for these improvements  
provides the most efficient and cost-effective approach for the developer and the City of 
Wichita.  This rationale has been the basis for exclusive use of Administrative Regulation 
1.10 for selection of the platting consultant, regardless of the design fee.  However, the 
Administrative Regulation has never had underlying ordinance authority.

To align residential development practice with the City Code moving forward, three options 
are available for City Council consideration.  



Analysis
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1) Staff will solicit competitive design proposals using a process aligned with current City Code for all 
development contracts expected to exceed $50,000 (option one).  It is estimated that this option will add an 
additional six weeks to the current process.  

An additional exception to section 2.64.020 of the Code, and two additional options exist there:

2) “n) The purchasing manager is authorized to approve contracts for design services for residential subdivision 
projects, subject to City Council approval, if such projects are financed through the use of public bonds and the 
contracting process has followed procedures and been subject to City staff oversight as described in 
administrative regulation” (option two).  This option will align the current administrative regulation procedure and 
City ordinance.  City Council approval would still be necessary as the consultant would be selected by the 
developer and not by competitive solicitation.  It is estimated that this option will add three weeks to the current 
process.  
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3) “n) The purchasing manager is authorized to approve contracts for 
design services for residential subdivision projects if such projects are 
financed through the use of public bonds and the contracting process has 
followed procedures and been subject to City staff oversight as described 
in administrative regulation” (option three).  This option will also align the 
current administrative regulation procedure and City ordinance.  It 
recognizes staff oversight as a sufficient safeguard over developer-
selected consultants due to a major portion of the consultant’s work 
already having been performed at developer expense. Because Council 
approval in not necessary, the timeline for this option remains the same as 
current process.   



Analysis (cont.)
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Proposed amendment Option 3 would allow developers to continue 
planning and scheduling for new development design as they have 
for over thirty years, utilizing an engineering consultant most 
familiar with the plat and proposed improvements. Approval of 
Option 3 would maintain current efficiency by permitting the 
contract to proceed upon purchasing manager approval, in the 
manner allowed by several other existing ordinance exceptions. 



Financial Considerations
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There are no financial considerations associated with this ordinance.



Recommendation/Action
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Approve Option 3, place the ordinance on first reading and authorize the 
necessary signatures.
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